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The purpose of this research is to systematize concepts for using AI into governance. The methods 
are as follows. ?1? To show the necessity of systematizing the ontology concepts to utilize AI for gover-
nance from the society of social and information science. ?2? To explain the conceptual model developed 
by the authors from the viewpoint of experimental proof. ?3? To organize the concept and its hierarchy 
of social science ontology. ?4? To organize the concept of information science ontology and its hierarchy. 
?5? To organize the concepts by comparing the hierarchy of ontology between social science and infor-
mation science. ?6? To systematize including the constituent elements of the ontology of social science 
and information science to utilize AI for governance. To respond to the social activity analysis, ?7? to as-
sume state change of social activities by conceptual model, to arrange correspondence relation of gover-
nance theory, ontology concept and its constituent elements. From the above, this paper clarifies the con-
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